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was thrown open in 1814 (except for tea), and the trade to
China and the trade in tea in 1834la.
Growth of The history of the East India Company under the
than™~ Hanoverians is primarily the history of a mercantile body
trade. which grew into a sovereign power. In the seventeenth
century it had received privileges at the hands of native
princes : in the following century it conferred them. This
dramatic transformation from the position of a suppliant
to that of a master was accompanied by an expansion of
trade, which was used as an argument to prove that the
Indian market was reaching the point of satiety, and would
not benefit by the removal of restrictions. In the opening
years of the eighteenth centuryx the annual value of the
Company's exports averaged £313,000 in bullion and £94,000
in goods2. In the middle of the century the corresponding
averages were £815,000 and £340,000 3. Towards the end
of the century they were £620,000 and £770,000, plus over
£100,000 exports in private trade*. This increase was
largely due to the growth of the trade with China because
tea had become the staple article of import5. The position
at the end of the century is shown by the Company's accounts,
which include the payment of £750,000 for bullion exported
and £1,770,000 for goods6. As to imports: they were
valued at half a million pounds about 16207, at a million
la Statutes of the United Kingdom, v. 360 ; xiii. 432.
1 For the Company's exports of bullion and goods in the seventeenth
century, see supra, pp. 277 seq.
*	1702-1714 : House of Commons Journals, xviii. 676-677 (round figures).
In 1702 it appeared " by the entries in the custom-house books that we
had for several years exported to the East Indies above £400,000 per
annum in bullion, besides what was carried out privately or shipped from
Spain" : House of Lords MSS. 1699-1702, p. 455.
8 Macpherson, Annals of Commerce, iii. 361 (round figures). It must
be noticed that the annual variation from the average was considerable.
4	Ibid. iv. 251.   The average of the years 1785-1791 in round figures.
5	The East India Company began to procure tea from China after the
Restoration: Morse, The Chronicles of the East India Company Trading to
China, i. 9.  The imports of tea amounted to 156,000 Ib. in 1712 ; 2,300,000
in 1750; 24,000,000 in 1800: Levi, History of British Commerce (ed. 1872),
246.
*	The year ending March I, 1800 :  Macpherson, Annals of Commerce,
iv. 509-510 (round figures).   There was also considerable private trade.
7 For details, see Mun, A Discourse of Trade from England unto the
East Indies (1621), 23-27. Another estimate (1623) was £580,000: Hist.
MSS. Comm. Cowper, i. 155. In 1626 four ships arrived with cargoes
reputed to be worth £400,000 : ibid. Shrine, 91.

